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Your Orthodontic Laboratory Serving the North Texas Area
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ORTHODONTICS
With OWL3D, Your patients will get handcrafted, tailor made orthodontic appliances

CATALOG

SUBMIT YOUR CASES TO US ON
easyrx 
OWL3D Technologies is proudly partnered with easyrx for your digital case submissions and our completely digital workflow process.





3D PRINTED METALS 
OWL 3D’s digital design 
process for
 3D Metal Printed 
appliances is 
unrivaled in the industry, 
providing a custom fit that 
is accurate down to 
single microns.



IMAGING 
OWL3D offers Imaging services, Equipped with the latest and greatest from i-CAT
LEARN MORE
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WHAT OUR DOCTORS SAY
"I have had such a wonderful experience working with O.W.L. 3D Tech! This partnership has made a significant difference in my practice. Prior to working with O.W.L. 3D Tech, we were struggling with significant delays in our lab turnaround times, as well as improperly fitting appliances (despite working with reputable labs). Now with O.W.L. 3D Tech, we are delivering predictably well-fitting appliances in a timely manner. The customer service and clinical support has been stellar. I can communicate with their team in real-time, ask questions, troubleshoot issues, and influence the design process at every step that I need. They are so kind, quickly responsive, and helpful. My practice even needed assistance setting up our digital workflow through EasyRx. O.W.L. 3D Tech made this so easy by traveling out to our office to help with that. Now, lab prescriptions are so much easier – I can submit them immediately following the patient’s appointment or remotely at my convenience."

KATIE FREEMAN, DDS, MS
DIPLOMATE, AMERICAN BOARD OF 
ORTHODONTICS 



OWL3D technologies.
3101 S. Custer Rd, Ste 400, 
McKinney 75070
Operating Hours:
Mon-Fri
8:30 AM–5 PM
Contact:
(972) 678-0127
info@owl3dtech.com
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